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Abstract The sliding of a ﬁnger on a material surface results in complex
physical interactions. Tactile texture displays have been limited in their ability to capture the aspects of these interactions. As a step forward, we have combined two complementary types of tactile stimuli, vibrotactile and electrostatic, to deliver roughness
textures with high realism. These two types of stimuli represent the surface roughness and friction. We then conducted an experiment where participants agreed that
the experience of the texture presented by the combined stimuli was more similar
to that of an actual specimen than that of textures presented by either type of stimulus. Our experiment indicates that combining vibrotactile and electrostatic friction
stimuli, both of these have been studied extensively, results in high-quality tactile
contents for surface texture displays.
Keywords Tactile display ⋅ Vibrotactile ⋅ Electrostatic ⋅ Texture ⋅ Surface texture
display ⋅ Variable-friction stimulus

1 Introduction
The tactile texture displays are categorized into vibrotactile and variable-friction
stimuli [1–4]. Vibrotactile stimuli actively produce mechanical displacements on a
ﬁngertip. Variable-friction stimuli induce tactile sensations by controlling the surface friction between a ﬁngertip and a display device. These two types of stimuli
are distinct and complementary: For example, vibrotactile stimuli actively provide
the tactile sensation, whereas variable-friction stimuli do so passively. In addition,
vibrotactile stimuli are good for the presentation of surface roughness [5, 6], whereas
friction stimuli are more suited for surfaces where friction is dominant in terms of
textural perception [7].
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Fig. 1 Overall structure of
the proposed tactile display
with vibrotactile and
electrostatic stimuli

These complementary characteristics suggest that a combination of the two types
may result in stimuli of higher quality with each type in isolation. An attempt has
been made to combine the stimuli [8]; the researchers, however, did not attempt
to present the high-quality textures by simultaneously activating the two types of
stimuli. Other approach employed a combination of mechanical and electric current
stimuli for the purpose of quality tactile displaying [9].
Using vibrotactile and variable-friction stimuli in conjunction, we were able to
deliver a roughness texture with a high degree of realism. Real surfaces possess the
properties of surface roughness and friction; high-quality virtual surfaces may be
realized by using the two types of stimuli simultaneously. This approach can make
full use of the two types of stimuli to eliminate the ﬂaws in earlier methods for
improving the quality of surface texture displays and vastly improves the quality
of virtual tactile textures.

2 Tactile Texture Display Combining Vibrotactile
and Electrostatic Stimuli
Figure 1 shows the tactile display developed in this study. Vibrotactile stimuli on the
proposed display were produced by four voice coil actuators (X-1741, Neomax Engineering Co. Ltd., Japan), located at each corner of the top panel. The four actuators
were synchronously driven by a current ampliﬁer (ADS 50/5, Maxon Motor AG,
Switzerland) and produced mechanical vibratory stimuli along the normal to the top
panel. The electrostatic stimuli were produced by electrostatic forces induced by a
voltage between the aluminum pad and an ITO panel (Ve ). An insulator (kimotect
PA8X, KIMOTO Co. Ltd., Japan) was ﬁxed on the ITO plate. The voltage Ve was
driven by a high-voltage ampliﬁer (HJOPS-1B20, Matsusada Precision Inc., Japan).
Four force-sensing resistors (FSR 400 short, Interlink Electronics Inc., USA) were
aﬃxed between each voice coil motor and the top plate. The two ampliﬁers and four
resistors were connected to a data acquisition board (TNS-6812, Interface Corporation, Japan). The position of the ﬁnger pad was calculated based on the output from
the four force-sensing elements. Thus, the display can present the stimulus based
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upon the position of the pad. The voltage and current signals were processed at a
sampling frequency of 1 kHz.

3 Experimental Procedure
3.1 Tasks
In this experiment, a rank task was applied to assess the performance of the combined
texture stimuli. Participants experienced three stimuli: vibrotactile, electrostatic, and
vibrotactile plus electrostatic. They compared three types of stimuli with a specimen
(shown in Fig. 2), and ranked the three types of stimuli in terms of realism. If a participant ranked a stimulus as ﬁrst, the stimulus was felt like the specimen the most.
Because our display could not distribute stimuli in the contact area, the participants
scanned the specimen with a round tip probe, as shown in Fig. 2a. The spatial wavelength of the specimen was 3 mm, and the top of the specimen was 1 mm above the
bottom. The participants could experience the specimen and three stimuli as many
as they wanted.

3.2 Participants
Six volunteers (all students, non experts, right handed, average age 23) participated
in this experiment. They were not informed of the objective of the research.

(a) Roughness specimen

(b) Display part

Fig. 2 Roughness specimen to be compared with virtual textures. Participant in the experiment
scanned the surface with a round tip probe
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3.3 Roughness Texture Stimuli
We used vibrotactile and electrostatic roughness texture stimuli. The presentation
algorithm for each stimulus is simple. It has been used in numerous earlier studies.
Those studies, however, used only one of the two stimuli (vibrotactile and electrostatic).
The roughness texture stimuli presented a roughness grating scale with a sinusoidal surface asperity, with a spatial period of 𝜆 = 3 mm. The resultant drive force
Fv for the vibrotactile actuators was determined by (1), as below:
Fv (t) = A sin 2𝜋

x(t)
𝜆

(1)

where x(t) and A are the position of the ﬁnger pad and the gain of the force, respectively. The A value were 2.0 and 1.7 N for the vibrotactile and vibrotactile plus electrostatic stimuli conditions, respectively. The voltage instruction to the electrostatic
actuator was determined by
Ve (t) = B cos 2𝜋

x(t)
𝜆

(2)

where x(t) and B are the position of the ﬁnger pad and the voltage gain respectively.
The friction force was determined using
Fe (t) = 𝜇(W + kVe2 (t))

(3)

where 𝜇, W, and k are respectively the coeﬃcient of friction between the ﬁnger pad
and the surface of the panel, the load normal to the panel, and a constant that determine the electrostatic force. k was mainly inﬂuenced by the electrode surface area,
and the dielectric constant and thickness of the insulator. As a result, the variablefriction force Fe was 0.45–0.89 N for the electrostatic condition when the pressing
force W was 1 N. Further, Fe was 0.45–0.79 N for the vibrotactile plus electrostatic
condition, with W = 1 N. The phases of the stimuli for surface displacement and friction were separated by 𝜋∕2 [10, 11]. The force and voltage gains for each stimulus
condition were empirically best tuned for each condition such that each texture stimulus was perceived as most similar to the actual roughness specimen shown before
the virtual stimulus was presented.

4 Experimental Results
Figure 3 shows the ranks assigned to each stimulus condition by the individual participants. We used the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test to evaluate two pairs of stimuli;
the combined and vibrotactile conditions, and then, the combined and electrostatic
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Fig. 3 Experimental result: frequencies of ranks for each stimulus (∗ indicates p < 0.05)

conditions. There were signiﬁcant diﬀerences in two pairs (p < 0.05, after Bonferroni correction). These results showed that we could produce high-quality textures
by combining Vibrotactile stimuli and electrostatic friction stimuli.

5 Conclusions
We developed a tactile display that can present vibrotactile and variable-friction
stimuli to improve the quality of tactile displays. We conclude that the combination of the stimuli results in a more realistic rendering of textures compared to that
aﬀorded by vibrotactile and variable-friction stimuli individually.
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